
17 September 1940 10:30 am.  Eastbourne 

 

1 EASTBOURNE.  THE WARGAME MAP 



 

2 PART OF THE MAP USED FOR THE BOARD GAME 

 

3 THE MAP TRANSPOSED TO THE BOARD 

Defending Eastbourne are the naval troops of 521 Coastal Battery with 2 x 6" guns pointing 

out to sea from the Eastbourne Redoubt, the remains of 53 Light AA Battery (1 x 40mm 



Bofors and 2 Morris Trucks) and 28 Searchlight Battery (1 Morris truck and a searchlight), 

withdrawn from Cuckmere Haven, and a company of Home Guard.   

 

4 BRITISH DISPOSITIONS. NOT SHOWN ARE THE RN CREWING THE GUNS AT THE REDOUBT TO THE SOUTH-EAST. 

In the face of an attack from Pevensey Bay to the East and Cuckmere Haven to the West, 

both at about brigade strength, the British commander decided to abandon Eastbourne and 

withdraw northwards towards Hailsham, after destroying the naval guns. 

Those members of the Home Guard with no family responsibilities were ordered to 

accompany the regulars to Hailsham.   

The first German troops to arrive were motorised elements of 6th Mountain Infantry 

Regiment from Cuckmere, consisting of 3 artillery batteries with their HQ and observers, 2 

SP Flak platoons, a light tank platoon and a company each of towed 37mm AT guns and SP 

47mm AT guns. 

Approaching a built-up area without infantry support, the German commander decided to 

deploy his artillery on the hills and his anti-tank guns in the woods and then wait for the 

infantry. 

10:30 

The naval gunners stacked their remaining ammunition to be loaded onto one of the spare 

Morris trucks provided by the Royal Artillery, detached the breech blocks and began to place 

charges in the gun barrels at the redoubt. 



The Home Guard platoons were ordered to rendezvous at the railway station, where they 

hoped to get hold of a train to Hailsham. 

The Searchlight battery, with no useful task headed north on the A22 towards Hailsham. 

10:34 

The platoon of Panzer II tanks moved cautiously along the A259 up the ridge of hills west of 

Eastbourne, followed by the observer team from HQ 118 Artillery Regt. and a platoon of SP 

20mm Flak guns. 

10:37 

Two platoons of Home Guard arrived at Eastbourne railway station and began to organise 

transport.  None was immediately available but an engine was being put into steam at 

Polegate. 

10:42 

The German column proceeded, joined by the remains of HQ 6 Mountain Regt. 

10:46 

The shells were loaded onto the truck at the redoubt and final preparations made for blowing 

up the guns.  A third platoon of Home Guard reached the railway station. 

10:49 

The German convoy proceeded, nearing the crest of the ridge. 

10:53 

A train came into sight approaching Eastbourne railway station as the last of the Home Guard 

arrived.  The married men were dismissed and the remaining 10 re-organised into three 

platoons. 

The guns in the redoubt exploded as the truck pulled out with half the crew.  The other half 

set out on foot for the station. 

10:57 

The German tanks came in view of Eastbourne, but the woods still blocked the view of the 

British AA gun at the junction of the A259 and the A22. 

11:01 

The train arrived at Eastbourne station. 

The truck with the RN crew and shells arrived at the road junction and the Bofors gun was 

hitched up ready to leave for Hailsham. 



11:04 

The first Germans from Pevensey arrived, led by a platoon of StuG III assault guns and a 

platoon of PzIII tanks. 

On the western flank the observation team swung off the road to the north, planning to 

establish an OP in the woods on the eastern slope. 

11:09 

The Home Guard Company embarked on the train, which waited for the remaining sailors to 

arrive.  The AA gunners moved north on the A22. 

11:11 

Western flank: the German light tank platoon halted on the hill and was joined by the SP Flak 

guns. 6 Mountain Regt HQ established itself south of the road and HQ 118 Artillery Regt. 

moved up on the left, followed by its three batteries. 

Eastern flank: the assault guns and tanks leading the advance stopped.  The cycle platoon of 

26 Regt. HQ Company passed through the line and advanced along the road. 

 

5 THE TACTICAL SITUATION AT 10:15. HOME GUARD ARE EMBARKED AT THE STATION, AWAITING THE LAST OF THE CREW 

FROM THE REDOUBT.  OTHER BRITISH ARE IN CONVOY HEADING NORTH.  THE GERMANS ARE CLOSING IN. 



 

6 GERMAN REINFORCEMENTS WAITING OFF-BOARD 

11:15  

The British artillery units moved off north towards Hailsham.  The Royal Navy gun crew 

arrived at the railway station. 

11:20 

118 Mountain Artillery Regt. pulled off the road and prepared to deploy.  The company of 

PZJg 1 SP AT guns approached the hill crest on the A259, followed by a platoon of SP 

20mm Flak guns. 

Approaching from the east, the only infantry available were the cyclists of 26 Regt. 

HQ.  They approached the town, supported by the platoon of PzIII tanks.  The assault gun 

platoon crept forwards beside the railway track. 

26 Artillery Regt HQ pulled off to the south of the A259.  The next unit to arrive was the 

26th AT company with its 3 37mm gun platoons. 

11:24 

The RN gun crew scrambled aboard the train and it prepared to depart for Hailsham. 

11:27 

West flank: The OP for 118 Artillery Regiment was established with a view of the western 

end of Eastbourne and the open land to the north of the town.  The three batteries of the 

regiment unlimbered and deployed for action. 

1st Platoon 602nd SP Flak Regt. Deployed to cover the 26th Regt HQ.  This allowed the 

three platoons of SP AT guns to pass down the road, following the now cautiously advancing 

PzII platoon. 

More towed 37mm antitank guns followed on.  The German commander deplored the lack of 

transport for his infantry, footslogging from the beach at Cuckmere.  He ordered the AT gun 



crews to unhitch their guns and send the trucks back down the road to collect the first infantry 

they encountered and to rush them to the front. 

11:29 

The train headed north from Eastbourne station.   However, as it emerged into open country it 

came in sight of the StuG Platoon who, expecting trouble, had their guns loaded and quickly 

opened fire. 

11:30 

The StuGs missed the train, but the PzIIIs joined in.  Their 37mm guns were just as 

ineffective. 

11:33 

The train sped past the Germans and headed safely northwards to Polegate and thence to 

Hailsham. 

11:39 

On the western side of town the PzII Platoon took up position in a storage yard near the road 

junction and awaited infantry support before moving further into town.  The SP AT Company 

pulled off the road and the SP Flak platoon following took post to protect the artillery HQ 

platoon. 

On the eastern side the cyclists with their tank support clattered into town.  The assault gun 

platoon moved onto the railway to block the path of any further trains. 

The artillery observers of 26th Regt. followed the tanks, with a view to establishing an OP in 

the church tower.  With the approach road crowded the commander decided to halt the 

column and wait for the infantry to arrive.  He would continue to probe with his cycle platoon 

and tanks. 

11:40 

Western flank.  Six platoons of cycle infantry arrived.  They were ordered to the road 

junction and thence to advance into town supported by the PzII tanks and to be followed by 

the PzJg 1 company. 

Eastern flank. The probe into town continued with caution. 

11:45 

The probe continued on the eastern flank while the artillery OP was set up in the church 

tower.  On the western flank the first of the cyclists had nearly reached the road junction and 

the PzJg 1s were forming up to follow them. 



 

7 THE GERMANS ADVANCE CAUTIOUSLY FROM BOTH FLANKS, UNAWARE THAT THE ENEMY HAS GONE. 

11:47  

On the western flank the cyclists entered the town, accompanied by the PzII platoon.  The 

movement was spotted by the observer in the church tower.  He identified the troops as 

German and reported to his HQ. 

In the town the cyclists from east and west came in sight of each other.   

11:49 

Unfortunately 2nd Platoon of 112 Recce Coy and the infantry of 26 HQ Coy mistook each 

other and opened fire.  At the range thankfully no casualties were caused and a cease-fire was 

called. 

The two forces met no further resistance and the town was declared to be in German hands by 

midday. 

In this engagement neither side suffered any casualties. 

 
 


